
Project “7 stars Titans” 

Once upon a time just titans govern the world –primordial deities. The iconography 

of this project talks about this Greek myth - the titans who condemned to hold up 

the celestial heavens for eternity after the Titanomachy– the war between deities: 

Titans and Olympians. 

Four titans that rise the vault of the sky, associated with the renaissance theory of 

the macrocosm reflected in the microcosm. Four seasons associated with the four 

elements that are reflected in the four ages of man and in his four temperaments. 

Starting from the entrance there is the morning that corresponds to the spring, then 

we pass to the afternoon represented by the summer, we arrive at the back of the 

room with the twilight and the evening represented by autumn and winter. So also 

on the ceiling on the part from the entrance where the day is depicted and you get 

to the bottom where there is night. 

Each figure of the titans is associated also with geometric figure which calls Platonic 

solid that represents the element of water, fire, air and earth. In the middle on the 

ceiling a second order of figures support the dodecahedron which represents the 

quintessence- the sum of the four elements (air fire earth water). There is the order 

of Kariatides – women who are carrying the solid. 

The architecture is the mix of the citation of the sketch of Leonardo da Vinci as 

homage, and also the liberal and imaginative interpretation of the architecture of 

Marcello Daglio of the Vik’s hotel in Uruguai who was inspired by de Chirico in turn. 

One of the titans is called Atlas - Telamon, or ‘enduring Atlas,’ a name embodying 

his daily struggle and punishment. Later Atlas was transformed into the mountain 

range by Perseus who used the head of the Gorgon Medusa which eyes transformed 

anyone in stone who looks in them. 

That’s why there is a chain of mountains acrossing all around the walls. 

Next to the access to the elevator area is depicted Hercules who takes the place of 

Atlas to support the sky. One of the Twelve labors of Hercules was to catch some of 

the golden apples which grow in Hesperides’ garden. This garden (lift zone) is 

tended by Atlas' daughters, the Hesperides or Atlantides. Heracles went to Atlas and 

offered to hold up the heavens while Atlas goes into this garden to take the golden 

apples from his daughters. 

The lift area is a night garden where the Hesperides and Ladon the garden guardian 

live. Ladon enticed by the sound (lift bell) comes to see what is happening. 



 

 


